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Chapter I 

Introduction to Spatial Database and PostGIS 

Spatial database is a DBMS that store and manipulate spatial objects like 

any other object in other DBMS. Spatial database has 3 different aspect among 

common DBMS :  

- Spatial data types. 

- Spatial indexing for Multi-dimensional data processing. 

- Spatial functions. 

1. Spatial Data Types. 

Spatial database adds additional types for representing the geographic 

features, here is the hierarchy: 

 

2. Spatial Indexing. 

Spatial indexing is different from normal indexing because the spatial 

data can overlap each other. The most common spatial indexing method 

is the R-tree (used in PostGIS), but there are also Quadtrees, and grid-
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based indexes implemented in other spatial databases. The R-Tree was 

proposed by Antonin Guttman in 1984 and it is the further development 

of B-Tree that use the bounding box as its node. A bounding box is the 

smallest rectangle – parallel to the coordinate axes – capable of 

containing a given feature.  

 

Bounding box and R-Tree 
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3. Spatial Functions. 

The spatial functions can be grouped into one of the following five 

categories: 

A. Conversion: Functions that convert between geometries and 

external data formats. 

B. Management: Functions that manage information about spatial 

tables and PostGIS administration. 

C. Retrieval: Functions that retrieve properties and measurements of a 

Geometry. 

D. Comparison: Functions that compare two geometries with respect 

to their spatial relation. 

E. Generation: Functions that generate new geometries from others 

What is PostGIS? 

PostGIS turns the PostgreSQL into a spatial database by adding support for 

the three features: spatial types, indexes, and functions and it inherits all of the 

PostgreSQL features. In the May of 2001, Refractions Research released the first 

version of PostGIS 0.1. It was a database suitable for spatial storage and retrieval, 

but not analysis. The second project named the “Geometry Engine, Open Source” 

(GEOS) then provides the necessary algorithms for implementing the spatial 

function specification in version 0.8. Recent updates of PostGIS have worked on 

expanding standards compliance, adding support for curve-based geometries and 

performance until it significantly improved the speed of geometry testing routines 

in PostGIS 1.4. 
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Creating a Spatial Database 

PostgreSQL has a number of administrative front-ends. We will use the 

pgAdmin for our PostgreSQL graphical tool. Here are the following step to create 

the spatial database: 

1. Open the Databases tree item and have a look at the available databases.  

2. Right-click on the Databases item and select New Database. 
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3. Fill in the New Database form as shown below and click OK. 

 

4. Select the new nyc database and open it up to display the tree of objects. You’ll 

see thepublic schema. 
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5. Click on the SQL query button indicated below (or go to Tools > Query Tool). 

 

6. Enter the following query into the query text field to load the PostGIS spatial 

extension: 

CREATE EXTENSION postgis; 

7. Click the Play button in the toolbar (or press F5) to execute the query. 

8. Now confirm that PostGIS is installed by running a PostGIS function: 

SELECT postgis_full_version(); 
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Load Our Spatial Data 

1. First, open the PostGIS 2.0 Loader Exporter, and click on the Import 

shapefiles link in the PostGIS section.  

 

2. Fill in the connection details for the PostGIS Connection section and click on 

the OK button.  
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3. Download the data bundle on http://workshops.boundlessgeo.com/postgis-

intro/index.html. 

4. Next, open the Add File browser and navigate to this directory : postgis-

workshop\data, then select the nyc_census_blocks.shp file. 

5. Change the SRID value for the file to 26918.  
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6. Click the Options button to review the loading options, then choose load data 

using  COPY mode and create spatial index automatically after load. 

 

7. Finally, click the Import button and the data will be processed and imported to 

our database. 

8. Repeat the import process for these remaining shape files: 

o nyc_streets.shp 

o nyc_neighborhoods.shp 

o nyc_subway_stations.shp 

o nyc_homicides.shp 

9. Click Refresh and see your tables in this tree section: Databases > nyc > 

Schemas > public > Tables. 
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About The Data Bundle 

 nyc_census_blocks 

nyc_census_blocks is the union of all census blocks in New York. smallest 

geography for which census data is reported. Union of census blocks can make 

a higher level of census geographies, e.g. : block groups, tracts, metro areas, 

counties, etc. This table has total of 36592 records. Here is the description about 

nyc_census_blocks attribute: 

 

blkid 
A 15-digit code that uniquely identifies every census block, e.g. : 

360050001009000 

popn_total Total number of people in the census block 

popn_white Number of people self-identifying as “White” in the block 

popn_black Number of people self-identifying as “Black” in the block 

popn_nativ 
Number of people self-identifying as “Native American” in the 

block 

popn_asian Number of people self-identifying as “Asian” in the block 

popn_other 
Number of people self-identifying with other categories in the 

block 

boroname 
Name of the New York borough that consists of Manhattan, The 

Bronx, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Queens. 

geom Polygon boundary of the block 
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 nyc_neighborhoods 

nyc_neighborhoods is union of social constructs that do not follow lines laid 

down by the government, e.g. : the Brooklyn neighborhoods of Carroll Gardens, 

Red Hook, and Cobble Hill were once collectively known as “South 

Brooklyn.”. This table has total of 129 records. 

name Name of the neighborhood 

boroname 
Name of the New York borough that consists of Manhattan, The 

Bronx, Brooklyn, Staten Island, Queens. 

geom Polygon boundary of the neighborhood 
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 nyc_streets 

nyc_streets is the union of all street centerlines form the transportation network 

of New York. Major roads are filled with red to distinguish from other roads. 

This table has total of 19091 records. 

name Name of the street 

oneway Is the street one-way? “yes” = yes, “” = no 

type 
Road type (primary, secondary, residential, 

motorway) 

geom Linear centerline of the street 
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 nyc_subway_stations 

nyc_subway_stations is the union of subway stations link the people in New 

York. This table has total of 491 records. 

name Name of the station 

borough 
Name of the New York borough. Manhattan, The Bronx, Brooklyn, 

Staten Island, Queens 

routes Subway lines that run through this station 

transfers Lines you can transfer to via this station 

express Stations where express trains stop, “express” = yes, “” = no 
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geom Point location of the station 

 

 nyc_census_sociodata 

nyc_census_sociodata is the union of social-economic data (family income, 

education, etc) at the geography level of census tract. Census tracts is obtained 

from collection of census blocks. 

tractid 
An 11-digit code that uniquely identifies every 

census tract. (“36005000100”) 

transit_total Number of workers in the tract 

transit_private 
Number of workers in the tract who use private 

automobiles / motorcycles 

transit_public 
Number of workers in the tract who take public 

transit 

transit_walk Number of workers in the tract who walk 
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transit_other 
Number of workers in the tract who use other forms 

like walking / biking 

transit_none Number of workers in the tract who work from home 

transit_time_mins 
Total number of minutes spent in transit by all 

workers in the tract (minutes) 

family_count Number of families in the tract 

family_income_median Median family income in the tract (dollars) 

family_income_mean Average family income in the tract (dollars) 

family_income_aggregate Total income of all families in the tract (dollars) 

edu_total Number of people with educational history 

edu_no_highschool_dipl Number of people with no high school diploma 

edu_highschool_dipl 
Number of people with high school diploma and no 

further education 

edu_college_dipl 
Number of people with college diploma and no 

further education 

edu_graduate_dipl Number of people with graduate school diploma 

Simple SQL 

The SQL statement in PostGIS is similar with PostgreSQL statement. For 

example: 

 For each borough, what percentage of the population is other than black, white, 

and native? 

Query:  

SELECT boroname, 100 * Sum(popn_other)/Sum(popn_total) AS 

other_percentage FROM nyc_census_blocks GROUP BY boroname; 
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Chapter II 

Geometry And Spatial in PostGIS 

Geometry Object Type 

 Point 

 

A spatial point represents a single location in either 2-, 3- or 4-dimensions. Points 

are used to represent objects when the exact details, such as shape and size, are not 

important at the target scale, like cities on map. Some of the specific spatial 

functions for working with points are: 

1. ST_X (geometry) returns the X ordinate. 

2. ST_Y (geometry) returns the Y ordinate. 

The following SQL query will return 5 point of new york city subway and its name 

(in the ST_AsText column): 

SELECT name, ST_AsText(geom) FROM nyc_subway_stations LIMIT 5 
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 Linestrings 

 
 

A linestring is a path between two or more points. Roads and rivers are typically 

represented as linestrings. There are two types of linestring (a linestring can be 

both of these type): 

1. Closed : it starts and ends on the same point. 

2. Simple : it does not cross or touch itself (except at its endpoints if it is closed). 

Some of the specific spatial functions for working with linestrings are: 

1. ST_Length (geometry) returns the length of the linestring. 

2. ST_StartPoint (geometry) returns the first coordinate as a point. 

3. ST_EndPoint (geometry) returns the last coordinate as a point. 

4. ST_NPoints (geometry) returns the number of coordinates in the linestring. 

The following SQL query will return 5 main streets with its length of New York 

city: 

SELECT name,ST_Length(geom) FROM nyc_streets WHERE name <> '' LIMIT 5 
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 Polygon 

 
 

A polygon is a representation of an area whose size and shape are important, such 

as: city limits, parks, buildings, etc. The outer boundary of the polygon is 

represented by a ring. This ring is a linestring that is both closed and simple as 

defined above. Holes within the polygon are also represented by rings. 

Some of the specific spatial functions for working with polygons are: 

1. ST_Area (geometry) returns the area of the polygons. 

2. ST_NRings (geometry) returns the number of rings (usually 1, more of there are 

holes). 

3. ST_ExteriorRing (geometry) returns the outer ring as a linestring. 

4. ST_InteriorRingN (geometry, n) returns a specified interior ring as a linestring. 

5. ST_Perimeter (geometry) returns the length of all the rings. 

The following SQL query will return the area of Manhattan in acres (hint: acres 

area = meter area / 4047): 

SELECT Sum(ST_Area(geom)) / 4047 as sum FROM nyc_census_blocks 

WHERE boroname = 'Manhattan'; 
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 Collections 

Collections is the homogeneous or heteregoneous collection of any geometry. 

There are four collection types, which group multiple simple geometries into sets. 

1. MultiPoint, a collection of points. 

2. MultiLineString, a collection of linestrings. 

3. MultiPolygon, a collection of polygons. 

4. GeometryCollection, a heterogeneous collection of any geometry (including 

other collections). 

Some of the specific spatial functions for working with collections are: 

1. ST_NumGeometries(geometry) returns the number of parts in the collection. 

2. ST_GeometryN(geometry,n) returns the specified part. 

3. ST_Area(geometry) returns the total area of all polygonal parts. 

4. ST_Length(geometry) returns the total length of all linear parts. 

 

Spatial Relationship 

Spatial databases is unique because it has the ability to compare relationships 

between geometries, such as the closest street to the station, the stations within the 

city, etc. Here are the following set of methods to compare geometries based on 

OGC standards: 
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 ST_Equals(geometry A, geometry B) 

 

ST_Equals returns TRUE if two geometries of the same type have identical 

cartesius (x,y)coordinate values. 

 ST_Intersects(geometry A, geometry B) 

 

ST_Intersects returns TRUE if the two shapes have their boundaries or interiors 

intersect. 
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 ST_Disjoint(geometry A, geometry B) 

 

ST_Disjoint return TRUE if two geometries are disjoint (do not intersect) and 

vice-versa. 

 ST_Cross(geometry A, geometry B) 

 

ST_Cross returns TRUE if the intersection results which dimension of any 

geometry is one less than the maximum dimension of the both geometries and 

the intersection set is interior to both geometries. 
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 ST_Overlap(geometry A, geometry B) 

 

ST_Overlaps return TRUE if the intersection set results in a geometry different 

from both source geometry but has the same dimension. 

 ST_Touches(geometry A, geometry B) 

 

ST_Touches returns TRUE if either of the geometries’ boundaries intersect or if 

only one of the geometry’s interiors intersects the other’s boundary. 
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 ST_Within(geometry A, geometry B) and ST_Contains(geometry A, geometry 

B) 

 

ST_Within(geometry A , geometry B) returns TRUE if the first geometry is 

completely within the second geometry.  

ST_Contains(geometry A, geometry B) returns TRUE if the second geometry is 

completely contained by the first geometry. 

 ST_Distance(geometry A, geometry B) 

The ST_Distance(geometry A, geometry B) calculates the shortest distance 

between two geometries and returns it as a float. 
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 ST_DWithin(geometry A, geometry B, distance) 

 

ST_DWithin return TRUE if two objects are within a distance of one another 

and vice-versa. 

 

Here are the example query for spatial relationship: 

1. Find the streets nearby within 100 meters of the subway stop 

(POINT(583571 4506714)). 

SELECT name FROM nyc_streets 

WHERE ST_DWithin( geom, 

ST_GeomFromText('POINT(583571 4506714)',2918),100); 
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2. Find New York borough and neighborhood name where Atlantic Commons 

in (LINESTRING(586782 4504202,586864 4504216))? 

SELECT name, boroname FROM nyc_neighborhoods 

WHERE ST_Intersects(geom, 

ST_GeomFromText('LINESTRING(586782 4504202,586864 4504216)', 

2918)); 

 

 

Spatial Join 

Spatial join is the core function of spatial databases because it allow you to 

combine information from different tables by using the same join key as the 

normal relational databases. For example, we want to find all racial percentage 

population within 200 meters of all routes from the subway lines in New York. 

Here are the following steps: 

1. Create the subway_lines table that consists of all routes of the subway station in 

New York. 

CREATE TABLE subway_lines ( route char(1) ); 

INSERT INTO subway_lines (route) VALUES 

('A'),('B'),('C'),('D'),('E'),('F'),('G'),('J'),('L'),('M'),('N'),('Q'),('R'),('S'),('Z'), 

('1'),('2'),('3'),('4'),('5'),('6'),('7'); 

2. Calculate the percentage and join the subway_lines table into our Query then 

show the result for each route: 

SELECT lines.route, 

100.0 * Sum(popn_white) / Sum(popn_total) AS white_pct, 

100.0 * Sum(popn_black) / Sum(popn_total) AS black_pct, 

100.0 * Sum(popn_nativ) / Sum(popn_total) AS native_pct, 
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100.0 * Sum(popn_asian) / Sum(popn_total) AS asian_pct, 

100.0 * Sum(popn_asian) / Sum(popn_other) AS other_pct 

FROM nyc_census_blocks AS census 

JOIN nyc_subway_stations AS subways 

ON ST_DWithin(census.geom, subways.geom, 200) 

JOIN subway_lines AS lines 

ON strpos(subways.routes, lines.route) > 0 

GROUP BY lines.route 

ORDER BY lines.route; 

 

 

Spatial Indexing 

Spatial indexing is different from normal indexing because it is unable to index the 

features and the bounding boxes of the geometries. For this problem, PostGIS use 

R-Tree as its indexing method. R-Tree break up the geometry data into rectangles, 

sub-rectangles, etc. 
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How fast is spatial indexing? To show how important indexing for the 

performance, we will try a simple SQL test.  

1. Drop the spatial index on nyc_census_blocks table. 

DROP INDEX nyc_census_blocks_geom_idx; 

2. Find all census block id and boroname that contains the Wall St subway station. 

Here is the query: 

SELECT blocks.blkid, blocks.boroname 

FROM nyc_census_blocks blocks 

JOIN nyc_subway_stations subways 

 ON ST_Contains(blocks.geom, subways.geom) 

 WHERE subways.name = 'Wall St'; 

 

The query takes about 200ms. Now, we will compare this with the indexing 

result: 

CREATE INDEX nyc_census_blocks_geom_idx 

ON nyc_census_blocks 

USING GIST (geom);  

With spatial index, the result only takes about 15ms on my computer. Spatial 

indexing will improve the speed performance based on your total record of your 

data. The more data you have, the better performance you get. 
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Chapter III 

Advanced Topics in PostGIS 

Geography Distance 

Geographic coordinates is different from Geometry coordinates. Geometry 

coordinates represent about the linear distance on a flat plane. Otherwise, 

Geographic coordinates represent a spherical and angular coordinates on a globe. 

In spherical coordinates, a point is specified by the angle of rotation from a 

reference meridian (longitude) and equator (latitude). 

 

Look at the difference between Geometry and Geography distance between Europe 

and the USA: 

 

Geometry Distance 
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Geography Distance 

As you can see, the Geometry distance is a straight line. But if you use Geography 

(spherical system), the line isn’t straight but curved. The Geometry distance 

becomes an issue if you want to know the distance between two places very far 

apart on earth because it returns a wrong distance. For example, if we flight from 

Los Angeles to Paris, how far the distance from the flight route to Iceland? 

 

Here is the answer: 

SELECT ST_Distance( 

  ST_GeographyFromText('LINESTRING(-118.4079 33.9434, 2.5559 49.0083)'), 

  ST_GeographyFromText('POINT(-22.6056 63.9850)')                         

) as GeographyDistance, ST_Distance( 

  ST_GeometryFromText('LINESTRING(-118.4079 33.9434, 2.5559 49.0083)'),  

  ST_GeometryFromText('POINT(-22.6056 63.9850)')                         

) as GeometryDistance; 
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So, the closest approach to Iceland from the flight route is about 502km. 

The big question is “When I have to use one of these distance?”. If you want to use 

it just for visualization purposed, you might use the Geometry distance. It’s 

accurate, fast, and doesn’t require difficult calculations. But if you need to 

calculate distances across the globe, or data that represents the earth, then 

Geography distance is the right option. 

Geometry Constructing Functions 

All the functions we have seen until now are return: 

 Analyses of the objects. 

 Serializations of the objects. 

 Parts of the objects, and 

 Boolean. 

PostGIS also has the constructing functions that take geometries as inputs and 

output new shapes. Here are the common constructing functions: 

 ST_Centroid(geometry) and ST_PointOnSurface(geometry) 

ST_Centroid(geometry) returns a point that is approximately on the center of 

mass of the input geometry. This simple calculation is very fast, but sometimes 

it return the wrong point because it is not necessarily in the feature that has a 

convexity (the letter ‘U’,’O’, etc). 

ST_PointOnSurface(geometry) returns the inside center point of the input 

geometry. It is substantially more computationally expensive than the 

ST_Centroid. 
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 ST_Buffer(geometry, distance) 

 

ST_Buffer return a polygon with a boundary the buffer distance away from the 

input geometry. 

 ST_Intersection(geometry A, geometry B) 

ST_Intersection return the spatial area (polygon, line, or point) that both 

geometry have in common. 
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 ST_Union(geometry A, geometry B) 

ST_Intersection return the merged geometry that takes in both argument. 

 

 

Here is the example query for geometry constructing functions: 

1. Calculate all area from each county of  New York census block using 

ST_Union. 

Example blkid : 360610001001001 = 36 061 000100 1 001 

36     = State of New York 

061    = New York County 

000100 = Census Tract 

1      = Census Block Group 

001    = Census Block 

SELECT ST_Area(ST_Union(geom))AS geom, SubStr(blkid,1,5) AS countyid 

FROM nyc_census_blocks GROUP BY SubStr(blkid,1,5) 
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2. Find the data of graduate education percentage in all neighborhood of New 

York City with total record of 5 rows. 

 Create the nyc_census_tracts table that contains all tract id and its geom of 

nyc_census_blocks. 

CREATE TABLE nyc_census_tract AS 

  SELECT ST_Union(geom) as geom, 

  substr(blkid,1,11) as tractid 

  FROM nyc_census_blocks 

  GROUP BY substr(blkid,1,11); 

 Create the nyc_census_tract_socio table that join the nyc_census_tract table 

with nyc_census_sociodata. 

CREATE TABLE nyc_census_tract_socio AS 

  SELECT nct.geom, ncs.* 

  FROM nyc_census_tract nct 

  JOIN nyc_census_sociodata ncs 

  ON nct.tractid = ncs.tractid 

 Calculate the graduation percentage by join nyc_census_tract_socio and 

nyc_neighborhoods using ST_Contains and ST_Centroid. 

SELECT 100.0 * SUM(ncs.edu_graduate_dipl)/SUM(ncs.edu_total) as 

graduate_pct, n.name, n.boroname FROM nyc_neighborhoods n 

JOIN nyc_census_tract_socio  ncs 
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ON ST_Contains(n.geom,ST_Centroid(ncs.geom))  

WHERE ncs.edu_total > 0 GROUP BY n.name, n.boroname 

ORDER BY boroname 

LIMIT 5 

 

We use the ST_Centroid to ensure that each tract only falls in one summary area. 

Here is the preview: 

 

 

Validity 

Validity is most important for polygons, which define bounded areas and require a 

good deal of structure. Because of this, Polygon has some important rules, such as: 

 Polygon rings must close. 

 Rings that define holes should be inside rings that define exterior boundaries. 

 Rings may not self-intersect (they may neither touch nor cross one another). 

 Rings may not touch other rings, except at a point. 
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Here is the example query when we want to calculate the area of invalid 

polygon: 

SELECT ST_Area(ST_GeometryFromText( 

'POLYGON((0 0, 1 1, 2 0, 0 0, -2 0, -1 -1, 0 0))' 

)); 

 

The preview of invalid polygon: 

 

 

We can use the ST_IsValid(geometry) to check the validity of our geometry and 

ST_IsValidReason(geometry) function to find out the source of the invalidity. 

SELECT ST_IsValid(ST_GeometryFromText( 

'POLYGON((0 0, 1 1, 2 0, 0 0, -2 0, -1 -1, 0 0))' 

)) as Validity, 

ST_IsValidReason(ST_GeometryFromText( 

'POLYGON((0 0, 1 1, 2 0, 0 0, -2 0, -1 -1, 0 0))' 

)) as Reason; 
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To repair the invalidity of our geometry, PostGIS provides the 

ST_MakeValid(geometry) to fix the problem without minimal alterations to the 

input geometries. ST_MakeValid will re-arranged the structure of the object and 

return the new geometries. 

SELECT ST_AsText(ST_MakeValid( 

'POLYGON((0 0, 1 1, 2 0, 0 0, -2 0, -1 -1, 0 0))')); 

 

 

Equality in Geometry 

Equality in PostGIS can be divided into three types, which are consists of: 

 Exactly Equal 

Exact equality is determined by comparing two geometries, vertex by vertex, in 

order, to ensure they are identical in position. This type using 

ST_OrderingEquals(geometry A, geometry B) function and it has the slowest 

computation among other equality type. 

 

 Spatially Equal 

Exact equality is determined by test the spatial equality or equivalence of both 

geometry. This type using ST_Equals(geometry A, geometry B) function. 
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 Equal Bounds 

Equal Bounds  ensuring that the geometries occupy the same two dimensional 

extent on their bounding box, but not necessarily the same space. This type 

using “=” operator and it has the fastest computation among other equality type. 

 

 

Dimensionally Extended 9-Intersection Model (DE91M) 

The Dimensionally Extended 9-Intersection Model (DE9IM) is a framework for 

modelling how two spatial objects interact. Every spatial object has 3 components, 

which are consists of: 

 An interior 

 A boundary 

 An exterior 

Here is the preview of all components in polygon: 
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For linear geometry, the interior, boundary and exterior are described as follows: 

 

For points, the interior is the point itself, the boundary is the empty set, and the 

exterior is everything else in the plane. 

Using these definitions, the relationships between any pair of spatial features can 

be described as the nine possible dimension of intersections (interior, boundary, 

exterior) between any pair of the objects. Here is the example of a linestring 

partially cross intersect the polygon: 

 

And here is the DE91M matrix: 
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We can use the ST_Relate to generate the DE9IM information matrix in SQL. For 

example, we have a data model that includes Lakes and Boats, and we want to find 

the boats that are not on the side of the lake. Here are the following steps: 

1. Create the lake and boats table as follows: 

CREATE TABLE lake ( id serial primary key, geom geometry ); 

CREATE TABLE boats ( id serial primary key, geom geometry ); 

2. Insert the dummy data into lake and boats table as follows: 

INSERT INTO lake ( geom ) 

VALUES ( 'POLYGON ((100 200, 140 230, 180 310, 280 310, 390 270, 400 

210, 320 140, 215 141, 150 170, 100 200))'); 

INSERT INTO boats ( geom, good ) 

VALUES ('LINESTRING (170 290, 205 272)'), 

('LINESTRING (120 215, 176 197)'), 

('LINESTRING (290 260, 340 250)'), 

('LINESTRING (350 300, 400 320)'), 

('LINESTRING (370 230, 420 240)'), 

('LINESTRING (370 180, 390 160)');  

3. Here is the preview of  boats and lake position in XY coordinate: 
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4. Describe the correct condition into DE9IM matrix. 

 

5. Use the DE9IM data in our query using ST_Relate. 

SELECT boats.id, ST_AsText(boats.geom) 

FROM boats JOIN lake ON ST_Intersects(boats.geom, lake.geom) 

WHERE ST_Relate(boats.geom, lake.geom, '1FF0FF212'); 

 

 

Nearest Neighbour Searching 

Nearest neighbour search is the search process for the nearest candidate feature 

that doesn’t include any measurement restricting. The simple way to search the 

nearest neighbour  is to order by its distance from the input feature and take the 

first data. Here is the example query for find the street id and its name where it is 

the nearest street to Cortlandt St subway station: 

SELECT streets.gid, streets.name 

FROM nyc_streets streets, nyc_subway_stations subways 

WHERE subways.name = 'Cortlandt St' 

ORDER BY ST_Distance(streets.geom, subways.geom) 

LIMIT 1; 
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This query takes about 70ms on my computer. You can improve the performance 

by adding an constraint of smallest distance number to the search process as 

follows: 

SELECT streets.gid, streets.name FROM 

nyc_streets streets, nyc_subway_stations subways 

WHERE subways.name = 'Cortlandt St' 

AND streets.geom && ST_Expand(subways.geom, 100)  

ORDER BY ST_Distance(streets.geom, subways.geom) 

LIMIT 1 

 

The improved query only takes about 10ms. For now, PostGIS can use K-Nearest 

Neighbour as the substitute method for the distance constraint. KNN is a pure 

index based nearest neighbour search. By walking up and down the index, the 

search can find the nearest candidate geometries without using the distance 

constraint, so the technique is suitable and high performance even for very large 

tables with highly variable data densities. 

 

Because the index in KNN is built using the bounding boxes of geometries, there 

are two index-based distance operators: 

 <->  : distance between box centers. 

 <#> : distance between box edges. 

 

Here is the example query if we want to find 5 Closest streets include its id and 

name to Broad Street station: 
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SELECT ns.gid,ns.name, ST_Distance(ns.geom,nss.geom) 

FROM nyc_streets ns, nyc_subway_stations nss 

WHERE nss.name = 'Broad St' 

ORDER BY ns.geom <-> nss.geom 

LIMIT 5  

 

 

Because the calculation is depend on the distance between bounding boxes (not the 

distance between street lines), Wall Street is coming up third in our list, even 

though the absolute distance from the station to the street is 0.714 meters. Here is 

the preview of the bounding boxes result: 
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We can solve this problem by select the top certain amount possible results in a 

sub-query, then calculate the true distance, and return the closest data. 

SELECT x.gid, x.name 

FROM ( 

  SELECT ns.gid,ns.name, ns.geom as geom 

 FROM nyc_streets ns, nyc_subway_stations nss 

 WHERE nss.name = 'Broad St' 

 ORDER BY ns.geom <-> nss.geom 

 LIMIT 100 

) x, nyc_subway_stations nss 

WHERE nss.name = 'Broad St' 

ORDER BY ST_Distance(x.geom, nss.geom) 

LIMIT 5 
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Afterword 

In conclusion, PostGIS is really useful for the spatial data processing because 

many important features is provided by PostGIS to manipulate the data. 

Furthermore, it also built as the extension module in the normal relational database 

(PostgreSQL), then we can also do the same thing with PostGIS. In the end, I 

apologize if there were any mistake in my training module. Thank you so much 

and see you next time. 
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